GENERAL

Name. NUDE manifesto
Website. nudemanifesto.com
Email. contact@nudemanifesto.com
Phone. 06 337 180 20
Location. Cornelis Trooststraat 5A, Leeuwarden THE NETHERLANDS
Registered name. NUDE connectors
Registered number. 54382971
Vat identification number. NL 85 1283 457 B 01
Bank account number. NL 51 TRIO 0254 853 331
When individuals or businesses use NUDEMANIFESTO.com and/or purchase from NUDE manifesto (hereinafter “NUDE
manifesto” or “we”), the following terms and conditions apply. Other terms and conditions and their applicability are excluded,
unless stated otherwise. Please read these terms and conditions carefully.
If sections or individual terms of this statement are not legal or correct, the content of the other parts remain uninfluenced. We
reserve the right to change these terms and conditions without prior notice or announcement.
All rights, obligations, advertisements and agreements, to which these terms and conditions apply, are subject to the Dutch law.
All disputes between parties will be submitted to an authorized judge in the Netherlands.
These terms and conditions are registered in the trade register of Kamer van Koophandel Leeuwarden and are available in the
English language.
PERSONAL INFORMATION

Input of personal information on NUDEMANIFESTO.com is provided voluntarily and the information should be valid, accurate
and complete in all aspects. NUDE manifesto will archive and secure all personal information, which will not be provided to third
parties. Regarding contests and raffles, personal information of a winning participant is transmitted to the promoter of the contest
or raffle to complete it.
When an individual signs up for receiving the email update twice a month, NUDE manifesto will archive the email address, which
will not be provided to third parties. Unsubscribe on the right bottom of the update and the email address will be deleted.
COOKIES

Cookies are small files of characters stored on a viewer’s browser, hard drive or mobile device when NUDEMANIFESTO.com is
visited. NUDE manifesto uses cookies to generate and register general data about viewers through Google Analytics. Google
Analytics is a statistics service of Google. With cookies, one viewer can be distinguished from all other viewers to analyse the use
of NUDEMANIFESTO.com per viewer. Other parties can also use cookies on NUDEMANIFESTO.com to generate and register
general data, which we have no control over. Note that cookies will not generate or register identities.
CONTENT

All texts, images and other material on NUDEMANIFESTO.com belong to NUDE manifesto, licensors and/or stated sources. No
content retrieved from NUDEMANIFESTO.com in whole or partly, may be used or reproduced for commercial purposes. Sources
will be mentioned below an item and we will be transparent when a paid advertisement is placed.
NUDE manifesto reserves the right not to be responsible for the correctness and/or errors in texts, images, sources, prices and
other material on NUDEMANIFESTO.com. We reserve the right to change, update or delete texts, images, sources, prices and
other material on NUDEMANIFESTO.com without prior notice or announcement. NUDE manifesto is not responsible for colour
differences between the colours shown on NUDEMANIFESTO.com and the actual colours of the products.
LINKS

NUDEMANIFESTO.com may contain links to other websites, which are not under our control. We cannot take responsibility for
the privacy or content on these websites, but provide the links to find more information.
PROMOTION

Whenever a business uses promotion as in an advertorial, product placement, contest or raffle on NUDEMANIFESTO.com
(hereinafter “promoter”), we will be transparent about this. When a contest or raffle is offered on NUDEMANIFESTO.com, the
limited duration, expiration date and/or additional terms will be made available in the details. Contests and raffles are open to
individuals over 18 years of age with an attainable shipping address and can be participated once in each separate contest or raffle.

Spammers will be disqualified. Note that NUDE manifesto will archive and secure all personal information, which will not be
provided to third parties.
Winners will be chosen or drawn by NUDE manifesto. This decision is final. With contests and raffles the winner will be notified
through email, social media and/or NUDEMANIFESTO.com. Personal information of a winner will be transmitted to the
promoter of the contest or raffle to complete it. Winners consent to all publicity online and offline. NUDE manifesto and the
promoter reserve the right to substitute with a prize of equal value.
With date related contests and raffles the specified date cannot be altered. NUDE manifesto and the promoter are not liable when a
winner is not able to attend. No alternative in money or product(s) will be given. A winner of a contest or raffle, that includes
attending a venue, is responsible for her/his own travel arrangements unless stated otherwise. When travel arrangements are
included, the promoter is responsible and liable for travel arrangements and costs involved.
When a prize needs to be shipped, the promoter is responsible for making the shipment within one month after the winner is
announced and is responsible for all shipping costs required. Any complaints about the prize, won in a contest or raffle, should be
directly addressed to the promoter, who is liable to handle the complaint.
PRODUCT

Whilst we try to ensure that all details, descriptions and images that appear on NUDEMANIFESTO.com are accurate, mistakes
may occur which we are not responsible for. We reserve the right to change, update or delete these details, descriptions and
images on NUDEMANIFESTO.com without prior notice or announcement. NUDE manifesto is not liable for colour differences
between the colours shown on NUDEMANIFESTO.com and the actual colours of the products.
Stock on NUDEMANIFESTO.com is subject to availability. When a product is not available, NUDE manifesto is not required to
deliver this product.
PRICE AND DISCOUNT CODE

Prices include VAT. Shipping costs will be charged additionally and calculated in the BAG. Whilst we try to ensure that all prices
and shipping costs, which appear on NUDEMANIFESTO.com, are accurate, mistakes may occur which we are not responsible
for. If we discover a mistake in the price of a product which is ordered, we will inform the purchaser of this before a shipping
confirmation is sent and give the option of reconfirming the order at the correct price or cancelling it. If we are unable to contact
the purchaser within 5 business days, we will handle the order as cancelled. By cancelation NUDE manifesto will repay the
payment within 15 business days.
When a discount code on NUDEMANIFESTO.com is personal, of limited duration and/or contains additional terms, it will be
explicitly mentioned. The legitimate recipient may only use a personal discount code once. In case an illegitimate recipient uses a
personal discount code, NUDE manifesto has the right to cancel the order. Discount codes do not influence your order when an
order confirmation is sent; the regulations of SHIPMENT and RETURN apply.
PURCHASE AND PAYMENT

Persons over 18 years of age with a delivery address in a listed country can order on NUDEMANIFESTO.com. If a person is
under 18 years of age, it is required to inform a parent or guardian about these terms and conditions as well as requiring their
acceptance of these terms and conditions.
Payment on NUDEMANIFESTO.com is possible through iDEAL and PayPal, secure online payment services. Orders through
iDEAL can be accepted with a valid bank account with a bank we accept and/or PayPal with a valid PayPal account. If the issuer
of your payment card refuses to authorize payment to NUDE manifesto, we will not be liable for any delay or cancellation. We
take reasonable care to make NUDEMANIFESTO.com secure. NUDE manifesto is not responsible for misuse and/or fraud.
With an order on NUDEMANIFESTO.com, an order confirmation is sent to the entered email address. Once the terms and
conditions are accepted and the payment is completed, an order cannot be cancelled and the regulations of SHIPMENT and
RETURN apply.
SHIPMENT

When an order confirmation is sent, the order is prepared for shipping and will be sent within 5 business days. Whilst we try to
ensure that all orders will be shipped within 5 business days, delays may occur up to 15 business days. NUDE manifesto will ship
the order to the entered address and is liable for the shipment until it is delivered.
All items are quality controlled and checked for any faults before an order is sent. When an item is not in perfect condition, please
contact NUDE manifesto immediately through service@nudemanifesto.com.

NUDE manifesto may optionally process orders from another country than the countries listed in the BAG. Note that other terms
and conditions apply. Please contact us through info@nudemanifesto.com. We reserve the right to refuse to deliver to certain
countries.
RETURN

Register all items to be returned below the CONTACT tap on NUDEMANIFESTO.com, to receive a confirmation with the return
address and further instructions. Return all registered items in the original package within 10 business days from the date
delivered, to the return address. Note that the purchaser is liable for the shipment until it is delivered to the return address.
A return will be checked within 48 hours from the date delivered. When all items are unworn, unwashed, undamaged, in original
packing, an acknowledgement will be sent to the registered email address. NUDE manifesto will repay the purchase amount to the
known bank account or PayPal account within 15 business days. When a return does not comply with our RETURN regulations,
we will not accept the return and will not process the repayment.
To exchange, return all items to be returned according to the RETURN regulations and place a new order.
COMPLAINT

When a complaint first arises, please contact NUDE manifesto through service@nudemanifesto.com. Complaints must be written
clearly and fully address the nature of the complaint, optionally with photos, submitted within reasonable time. When we receive
the complaint, we will respond within 5 business days.
ETHICAL

NUDE manifesto collaborates with businesses that produce sustainably and/or fair. We depend on information that is given us
regarding their ethical work methods and views. NUDE manifesto is not liable for indiscretions and false information of these
businesses.
CONTACT

Contact NUDE manifesto with questions, thoughts or improvements through contact@nudemanifesto.com. All content of emails
and attachments from NUDE manifesto are intended for the addressee only.
NUDE manifesto has the right to remove libelous, abusive, or insulting comments on social media and comments with
advertisement.
FORCE MAJEURE

In case of force majeure, NUDE manifesto will not be kept to its commitments. All commitments will be suspended for the
duration of the force majeure, which includes all circumstances that keeps NUDE manifesto from fulfilling commitments
completely or partially. Those circumstances include strikes, fires, business disturbances, power failures, issues with third parties,
and the absence of any government issued license. In addition, the force majeure includes failures of applied communication or
networks and the unavailability of NUDEMANIFESTO.com.

